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continuous line or channel if such line
or channel does not connect with any
switchboard interposed between the
two stations, which makes it possible
to carry on two or more independent
conversations simultaneously. Where a
line or channel connects with such a
switchboard, the exemption is inapplicable to so much of the amount paid as
is attributable to the portion of the
line or channel which extends from a
station to a switchboard located in the
same local service area.
(b) Exemption inapplicable. This particular exemption is not applicable in
the case of the taxes imposed on
amounts paid for other services by section 4251, even though such services are
utilized by the companies described in
the conduct of their business as such.
§ 49.4253–7 Exemption for installation
charges.
(a) In general. The taxes imposed by
section 4251 do not apply to any
amount paid as is properly attributable
to the installation of any instrument,
wire, pole, switchboard, apparatus, or
equipment.
(b) Maintenance charges subject to tax.
The exemption provided by section
4253(g) and paragraph (a) of this section
is applicable only to amounts paid for
installation. Amounts paid for the repair or replacement of instruments,
wires, poles, switchboards, apparatus,
or equipment, incidental to ordinary
maintenance, are subject to tax.
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§ 49.4253–8 Exemption for terminal facilities in case of wire mileage service.
The taxes imposed by section 4251 do
not apply to so much of any amount
paid for wire mileage service as is paid
for, and properly attributable to, the
use of any sending or receiving set or
device which is station terminal equipment. In general, the term ‘‘station
terminal equipment’’ refers to any
sending or receiving set or device
which is located at the terminals of a
line or channel, and does not refer to
any such set or device which is otherwise a part of such line or channel.

§ 49.4253–9 Exemption for certain interior communication systems.
(a) In general. The taxes imposed by
section 4251 do not apply to amounts
paid for wire mileage service or wire
and equipment service, if such service
is rendered through the use of an interior communication system.
(b) Interior communication system. The
term ‘‘interior communication system’’ means any system:
(1) No part of which is situated off
the premises of the subscriber, and
which may not be connected, directly
or indirectly, with any communication
system any part of which is situated
off the premises of the subscriber; or
(2) Which is situated exclusively in a
vehicle of the subscriber and which is
not connected with a communications
system.
(c) Examples. The following are examples of interior communication systems:
(1) Burglar, fire, or other alarm service,
where the service consists of lines or channels and equipment which are contained
solely in the building of the subscriber, and
by means of which an alarm is sounded in
the building in the case of illegal entry, fire,
leakage, etc.
(2) Metering services, including lines or
channels and equipment, furnished between
two points which are located upon the subscriber’s property, and which are not separated by property not owned or leased by the
subscriber, over which signals are transmitted so that the subscriber may obtain information as to a given condition at one of
the points, such as water level, water pressure, gas pressure, etc.

§ 49.4253–10 Exemption for certain private communications services.
(a) In general. The tax imposed by
section 4251 on amounts paid for general telephone service does not apply to
amounts paid for any such service furnished on or after January 1, 1963, to
the extent that the amounts paid are
for use of any telephone or radio telephone line or channel (including equipment, instruments, and other apparatus furnished exclusively for use in
connection with the line or channel) in
the conduct of a trade or business when
such line or channel is furnished between specified locations in different
States or between specified locations
in different counties, municipalities, or
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